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Marriage is hard enough for the everyday civilian. But imagine marriage when youâ€™re separated

by thousands of miles . . . when one of you daily faces the dangers of combat . . . while the other

shoulders all the burden of home-front duties. Add to that unpredictable schedules, frequent moves,

and the challenge of reintegration, and itâ€™s no wonder military marriages are under stress.Guided

by input from dozens of military couples in all stages of their careers, authors Gary Chapman and

former military wife Jocelyn Green offer you an unparalleled tool for navigating these challenges.

Adapted from #1 New York Time bestseller The 5 Love Languages, this military edition helps heal

broken relationships and strengthen healthy ones.With an updated Q&A section specific to military

marriages, stories of how military couples have adapted the five love languages to their unique

lifestyles, and tips for expressing love when youâ€™re miles away, The 5 Love Languages Military

Edition will take you on a well-worn path to marital joy, even as you face the pressures of serving

your country.The challenges of military marriages are unique, but they donâ€™t have to hinder love.

Learn how to keep yours healthy and flourishing.
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I bought the original edition and had mixed feelings. I like the idea behind it, but didn't feel like I

could apply it to my military marriage as intended. So when I saw a military edition I got excited! I

am and was super disappointed to read pretty much verbatim what I read in the first book. This

military edition is 95% verbatim. Copy and paste from the original. There are a few military stories,



however the very first story is verbatim, names and all except he added "lived off post" there are

some new stories, but not many. I was really hoping that this book would expand and differ from the

original love languages since our lifestyle can't always apply the languages. I bought this via iBooks

and not , but still wanted to write a review here in hope to help other military families from wasting

money on 2 of the exact same books with different titles.If you don't have the original, buy this one

because it does have good info.

My husband is a Marine Corps OIF/OEF Combat Vet. He is emotionally shut down and doesn't test

for any single Language, I hoped that this book would give me better insight into how we can grow

from this experience. It was basically the same book that we already have; I was hurt that there was

not a greater attempt at helping military couples keep it together. I found the experience of buying

and reading the same book again very frustrating.

My husband and I are on our second deployment and have had our fair share of rocky moments in

our marriage. I read through this book in less than 3 hours! I had read the previous 5 love languages

book and this one is has the same concept but so much more information regarding military

couples. After reading this I felt hope in my marriage and thankfulness knowing that we are not the

only military couple that have empty love tanks! I just purchased a second copy to keep and I am

sending my original copy to my deployed husband. :)

This book was recommended to me by another military spouse. I was looking for a good book to

help strengthen our marriage. You can never stop working to be better, even if you feel you already

have an amazing marriage.The book came exactly as described by the seller and was just as good

of a read as my friend said. I find myself going back and reading it over and over again. It is filled

with things that help with big issues, little issues, and everything in between. I absolutely love the

information, real world experience, and advice from both counselors and other couples.I highly

recommend reading this book if you are a military spouse, girlfriend, boyfriend, husband, wife, etc.

This is not just something for the person who is not in the service. Both parties have so much to

gain from reading this book.

This is an incredible book. My husband and I got married and shortly after he went off for

deployment, we read this book together (even over 7,000 miles apart) and even though we were

very close, this brought us closer together. It's amazing how much you can learn not only about



your partner but about yourself. I recommend this book to all military spouses, even spouses who

have veteran s/o's. It amazing.

I love the information in this book. It was no news to me that my spouse has a completely different

view of showing love. Anyone who pays enough attention to their spouse should be able to see that.

Its well written and may give you some insight into your spouse, it also has activities for the couples.

The scenarios in this edition are specific to Military couples but as far as I can tell the content is

otherwise the same. If you have already purchased the first version I wouldn't waste your money on

the Military Edition however if you haven't made a purchase this edition has scenarios that hit closer

to home. I believe it still comes with an E copy for your Soldier so you can read it together. I didn't

know this and purchased one separately for mine. Honestly my only issue is that it could hold more

info about struggles we face specifically as military families and getting my spouse interested

enough to read it was impossible. She replied "BLUF". I had better luck just getting her to take the

test online.

Not a bad book. I've read the regular 5-love languages and got a lot out of it. This is the same book

but with a few more military stories added in. I think it was unnecessary to write this book. Being a

service member and having read the original I got just as much out of it as this one. Still would

recommend it to any of my military friends because the same message is true but I believe the

original would apply equally.

I really enjoyed the original Love Languages so I was looking g forward to this copy but it's not too

different than the first. It's a good read but I was upset it's identical to the original text, other than the

military couple stories in the beginning.I have the year minute devotionals, love languages, and the

military edition. Chapman has really helped my marriage overcome difficult times.
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